
Mystery Christmas Advent Calendar 2022  
 

How to access the daily motif 
For those with the Full Kit... Simply open envelope number 1 on the 1st December and then follow 
the directions below. 
 
For everyone else... Use the super secret password (given in your purchase information) to access 
the secret Advent Page on the blog. 
 
On the 1st December, there will be a download link where you can access the motif for day 1 - simply 
print this out and get ready to follow the directions below for transferring the motif to your fabric. 
 

How to transfer the daily motif 
For those of you who have traced your pattern template on to the fabric yourself - remember I said 
not to use Sticky Fabri Solvy as the transfer method -  this is because you need to use this for the 
motifs and it wouldn't work for both. 
 
For those with the Full Kit... Your motif is provided pre printed on to Sticky Fabri Solvy so just follow 
along from the bit where you peel off the backing paper... 
 
For everyone else... You will need: 
 
 Sticky Fabri Solvy Water Soluble Stabiliser (1 sheet is enough to complete the whole calender). 
 Pen - Frixion will do. 
 Sharp Embroidery Scissors 
  
Directions…  
Simply trace your motif on to the fabric/soft side of the Sticky Fabri Solvy 
Cut around the motif leaving approx 1/4 -1/2 inch extra around the edge 
Peel off the backing paper 
Stick the motif inside the correctly numbered circle (so Day 1 - pop the motif in circle 1) 
 
Make sure the motif is sitting inside the circle and not on the edge. 
 
Time for Stitching 
 
The colours and stitches used will be given on each day for that particular motif. 
 
For those with the Full Kit... Your threads and stitch guide are provided each day. 
 
For everyone else... You can use the exact same colours - details are provided in your purchase in-
formation. Alternatively use your own! 
 
Repeat Each Day 
 
Simply access the template each day (from your kit or from the password protected page), transfer to 
your fabric with the sticky fabri solvy and stitch away! 
 

The design will be revealed as you go along and if you manage to keep up - you will be 
stitching your last motif on Christmas Day! 

 


